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StoCretec Comfort floor
Timeless, seamless, soundless

The comfort floor concept of StoCretec 
Flooring is a collection of seamless, 
comfortable and environmental friendly 
flooring systems.  

The range encompasses everything 
from simple, single coloured finishes to 
design floors with patterns, artistic 
colourfull expressions, rustic surfaces or 
a flecked finish with coloured chips.

Another option is installing a seamless 
sound reducing and cushoning bottom 
layer to increase comfort. The systems 
are suitable in all kind of environments 
which includes newbuild and 
refurbishment projects.

A specially attractive feature is the 
possibility to renew the floors, in case a 
new design or simply a new colour is 
desired after a certain period of time. 
This will also result in lower life cycle 
cost than for comparable solutions as 
such a refurbishment can be done at a 
much lower cost than exchanging the 
floor coating entirely.

Comfort
All systems are made of 
elastic material which in itself
brings comfort. Cushioning 
can be increased a lot by the 
inclusion of a specially 
elastic layer at the bottom.

Cleanability
The seamless surface  
provides simple and cost 
effective maintenance. There  
is no place for dust and dirt  
to hide.

Environment
The systems are  
environmental firendly 
with very low emisson.

Design
It is possible to incorporate  
all kinds of patterns and 
shapes in the coating itself or 
to create a rustic expression 
with the topcoat. By sprinkling 
chips a flecked finish is 
achieved.
 

Wear resistance
The surfaces provide high 
wear and scratch resistance.
 

Sound reduction
By incoroprating a specially 
flexible layer at the base of the 
system a considerable sound 
reduction is achieved.
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System built up
Alternatives

2 mm singel coloured system
The system consists entirely of low 
emission products (M1), primer, elastic 
body coat and mat topcoat.
This provides a hardwearing, easy to clean 
surface that is pleasant to walk on and that 
can be easily renovated by applying a new 
topcoat, eventually with a different colour!

2 mm system with rustic finish
Samme type of system as 1, but with a 
topcoat that provides a rustic finish.
.

6 mm system with a sound reducing 
cushion layer
TYPE 1, 2 or 3 can be combined with the 
bottom layer that consists of a very elastic 
binder mixed with rubber granulate.  
 

2 mm design system
Same type of system as TYPE 1, but with 
the body coat itself being UV resistant. By 
incorporating patterns or shapes in the 
bodycoat this will be visible by applying a 
transparent topcoat. Another popular
solution is to sprinkle small flakes into a 
single coloured bodycoat and seal with a 
transparent topcoat. 
    

TYPE 1

TYPE 3

TYPE 2

TYPE 4
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Schools
Universities

Coating system with or without sound 
reduction/cushioning for class rooms
corridors, canteens, gyms and 
entrances.
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Public areas
Prestigious areas

Coating systems with or without special 
designs for all kind of public areas.
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Hospitals
Laboratories

Coating systems with or without sound 
reduction/cushioning for reception
area, canteen, corridors, patient rooms, 
operation theatres and laboratories.
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Offices
Reception areas

Coating systems with or without special 
designs for reception area, common
areas, offices and canteen.
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Domestic
Housing complexes 

Coating system with or without sound 
reduction/cushioning for living rooms.
bedrooms and entrances in houses or 
housing complexes.
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Shops
Shopping malls 

Single coloured systems or different 
patterns or finishes in shopping areas.
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Design
Art



Design
Patterns
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Design
Rustic
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Coloursheet
Design
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Comfort floor
Coloursheet

ROCK - RAL 7042

CHILLI - NCS 1080-Y90R

EARTH - NCS S 7005-Y50R

MOCCA - NCS 7020-Y70R

CONCRETE - NCS 2005-Y50R

APPLE - NCS 1080-G40Y 

DESERT - NCS 1010-Y50R

FIRE - NCS 1080-Y50R

DENIM - NCS 3020-B

SUNFLOWER - NCS 1070-Y

PALE - RAL 7035

SKY - NCS 1070-B
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StoCretec Flooring AS

Værftsgata 7A

N-1511 Moss

Tel: +47 69 27 30 00

Mail: stocretec.no@sto.com

www.stocretec.no


